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Presentation Notes
I would like to present my ph.d on measuring behavior and cognitive skills in children.The PhD is focused on the methodological challenges in an empirical study.



DAGENS TEMAER

Nina

• Oversættelse og tilpasning til dansk kontekst

• Analyser, der vurderer om et instrument fungerer på
dansk

Line
• Praktiske udfordringer forbundet med valg og 

anvendelse 
• Forskellige hensyn, der skal afvejes og balanceres
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Presentation Notes
Bout assessing children’s skills. First I would like to thank the people that made the study possibleChild-care providers: collected the dataOriginal authors: Getting the SEAM questionnaire and TEAM test to work in a Danish context. Visited Denmark. Oregon and DenverCo-authorsCo-authors – some lead the project, others collected the data, some developed the test in collaboration with me, and one did the Rasch analysis and so on.



OVERVEJELSER, DER OFTE IKKE FÅR NOK TID

1. Spørgeskemaets teoretiske ramme, dets 
skalaer og fokus

2. Hvilket aldersinterval spørgeskemaet kan 
anvendes for

3. Potentielle respondenter

4. Antal items og estimeret administrationstid

5. Psykometriske egenskaber

6. Svarkategorier
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5-15 spørgeskemaet

• Copyright materiale er fjernet, men se mere på www.5-
15.org



OVERVEJELSER, DER OFTE IKKE FÅR NOK TID

(Fortsat)

7. Om der findes en godkendt dansk udgave

8. Normering

9. Licensforhold, betaling for anvendelse og 
krav til dataindsamlers kvalifikationer

10.Tidligere brug nationalt og internationalt
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INTERNATIONALT BRUG

Domæne Primær Sekundært

Social Role
Participation and 
Social 
competence

1. PedsQL (sociale
subskala)

2. SDQ (peer relations 
and prosocial
behavior)

1. Child and Adolescent Scale of 
Participation (CASP)

2. SSRS
3. Child Behavior Checklist (Social 

Competence scale)
4. Vineland-II (Social Competence 

scale)
5. PEDI Social Functioning Scales

JOURNAL OF NEUROTRAUMA 29:678–705, 2012: Recommendations for the Use of Common 
Outcome Measures in Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injury Research

Sundhedsstyrelsen (2015). Faglig visitationsretningslinje. - Udredning og behandling til børn og 
unge med erhvervet hjerneskade og psykiatrisk komorbiditet. www.sst.dk



STUDY SETTING

• Ministry for Children and Social Affairs

• Improve quality by 2-year intervention study (RCT) 

• n > 10,000, attending child care

• Age: 0-6 year

Focus:

• Validated pre-developed tools within socio-emotional 
and pre-math skills

Presenter
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2014: RCT designConsortium of Rambøll Management Consulting, Aarhus University, and University College of Northern Denmark, Danish Evaluation InstituteFor all child caresOffered in all 98 municipalities, 14 accepted, stratified



CHALLENGES

Methodological
• Domain measured 

– “Pure” skills

– Developmental speed

• Intervention study
– Floor and ceiling effect and comparison over time

– Data collectors

– Many subscales vs. total score

• Age span 
– Test tools’ age span vs. needs

– Different tools for different ages or develop items?

• Cultural issues

Intelligence

Motor 
skills

Language

Attention

Executive
Func.

Pre-math

Floor effectCeiling effect

Practical

How many 
pennies?
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One total score or a very limited number of subscores: identifying overall outcome. Advantage in intervention studies that are conducted over an extended time period since conversion from one age version to another might be challenging from a statistical point of view. Limited resources did not allow for outcome measures to be assessed by research staff.Different levels of skills across ageschallenges in comparing pre- andOne tool for all ages: Post-scores from two different tools, and 2) the need to minimize the burden on the assessorsDifferentiate between different levels before and afterCultural: Both from foreign country to Danish but also within subcultures in Denmark



CHALLENGES

Practical
• Large sample, short data collection 

period

• Offended by deficit-focused 
questionnaires

Examples from SDQ questionnaire
• Often fights with other children or bullies 

them
• Often complains of headaches, stomach-

aches or sickness
• Can be spiteful to others
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SEAM 
Social Emotional Assessment Measure
(Squires et al., 2014)

Materialet er fjernet, dog se

• en beskrivelse kan læses på dansk forlags hjemmeside 
– https://www.hogrefe.dk/shop/social-emotional-assessment-evaluation-

measure.html

• Selve spørgeskemaets version for de 3-6 årige kan ses på 
amerikansk forlags hjemmeside: 

– http://archive.brookespublishing.com/documents/SEAM-Main-Form-
Preschool.pdf
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Brookes publishingMatching subscores can have a different number of items for different age Examples: easy to interpret and thus less likely to be ambiguous.The US data were collected in a non-representative sample (n = 536) in 49 states with a mix of child-care providers and parents as assessors either online or on paper IRT analysis on a mix of parents and child care provider responses as well as paper and online versions.Motivation for choice: - Strengths based, easy to understand, publisher agreement, low costReleased: 		US (2014)Responders:		Teacher or parentQuestions:		35-41 itemsScales: 		10 benchmarksAge ranges:		0-1.5 yr; 1.5-3 yr; 3-5.5 yr.If I have understood Jane right she was motivated to develope SEAM based on feedback on other questionnaires she she has developed. She said she based it on teachers who was doing interventions but was frustrated over questionnaires with a problem focus. The teachers demanded a questionnaire that could measure what the teachers actively focused on what was taking place in interventions – which is develop the child to show more positive behavior.*When we need to identify children at risk or in the abnormal range, we need guiding norms. For the SEAM we do not have an identification of what is at risk or abnormal.*Please note that SEAM is also developed for three purposes of which we only use it for performing early identification of children with socio-emotional difficulties and behavior disorders. In addition you may use SEAM to 1) assist parents and early interventionists to collaborate in developing meaningful and specific socioemotional goals or 2) monitor progress for children at risk.Just a quick overlook of the content in the SEAM. Here is two questions from the SEAM within the benchmark Healthy interactions. The procedure is, that the teacher or the parent reads and answers the questions and responds on a 4 point scale. In case further information is needed on how to interpret the questions, then age-dependent examples are found below each questions. So answering SEAM often takes extra time, the first time round. But quickly the teacher grasps the idea and do not read all examples.



THE DANISH VERSION

Translation and adaptation

Interviews of professionals

Pilot study

Analysis and further adjustments
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Collaboration with publishersVisit from US



THE DANISH VERSION*: SEAM

Translation Interviews + Addition Pilot study

*Dewolf et al., 2009
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Guideline – best in cancer research – to compare symptoms post treatment



Forward-
translation 1

Forward-
translation 2

Reconciled
version

SEAM’s author
(n = 39) 

Proofreading
External review

Translation

THE DANISH VERSION*: SEAM

Interviews + Addition

Interviews of 
22 child care providers

Discussion w/ 
SEAM‘s author

Proofreading

Back-
translation

Additional 27 sentences

Changes

Data collection (n = 894)

Visit in DK by SEAM author

Pilot study

Psychometric analysis

Revisions

Final version

*Dewolf et al., 2009
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Illinois Social Emotional Learning Standards Psychometric Analysis: which data did not fit the US results, qualitative feedback + reduce ceiling effect



SEAM VALIDATION STUDY

• SDQ 
– Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire

• C-TRF 
– Caregiver-Teacher Report Form 

• Utility questions (clarity, relevance, and acceptability)

Developed for
No. of
items

% pos. 
wording

C-TRF Extensive diagnostic questionnaire for psychopathology 100 Minimal

SDQ-T Screener for child psychopathology 25+5 20 %
SEAM Assessing and monitoring social-emotional and 

behavioral development in children with disabilities
35-41 100 %
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Most fun. Academic protocol on the procedures – I collected the data, two people doing the work. Data collection – 13 months.Most commonly used assessment tools within child mental health problems (Reiss, 2013) Children rated on three questionnaires (n = 292)(clarity, relevance, offensiveness)Clarity: clear and understableRelevance: conveyed child’s strengths and difficulties, as well as basis to talk to parents?Acceptablitiy: offensive to their general view on children



USER PERSPECTIVE
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1) clear and understandable, 2-4) conveyed the child’s strengths and difficulties, and whether the child care providers could use the questionnaire as a basis to talk to parents., 5) whether the questionnaires were offensive in any way to their general view on children. PROTOCOL: presented in the introductory text.The child care providers’ assessments of whether the questions were clear and understandable did not differ significantly between the three questionnaires. Considering the degree to which the questionnaires were able to convey the child’s strengths, SEAM was rated significantly better than both C-TRF and SDQ-T. Considering ability to convey difficulties, the three questionnaires did not differ significantly. SEAM was found to be significantly more useful as a basis for talking to parents compared to both C-TRF and SDQ-T. With regard to the questions on offensiveness to their general view on children, the child care providers were most likely to be offended by C-TRF and less likely by SDQ-T, while SEAM was considered to be the least offensive (although SDQ-T and C-TRF did not differ significantly in this respect). It is important to note that the child care providers’ preference for the SEAM might have been different if the child population had been children at risk or if the staff had had a different educational background e.g. staff in a psychiatric clinic.



CONCLUSION

Conclusion
– 3 out of 5 questions: SEAM more positively rated

– As SEAM was rated more positively, SEAM may lead to higher 
response rates in intervention studies of low risk samples
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Presentation Notes
Det er muligt at lave profilanalyser. Kreiner kan skrive ud, hvor mange der er og hvor hyppige de er. Det kan integreres i et computerprogram og rapporteres i forhold til hvor hyppig et givent svarmønster er. Da der kun er 6 og 4 items indenfor hver dimension, begrænser det antallet af mulige profilanalyser. Det er sandsynligvis interessant at kunne indikere en slags ”Red flag” ved en atypisk profil. 



Assumptions of Rasch model (1 PL)

• Local dependency
– Responses on one item depend on responses on another item in 

the scale. This results in redundant information in the scale and 
effects measurement precision and reliability.

• Differential item functioning
– Arises when subgroup within the sample have different

probalities of success on an item, when the total score on the 
underlying construct have been taken into account e.g. asking
items that are gender or age related (e.g. playing w/ dolls)

17
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Local dependency: The redundancy implies that item responses provide less information than information of locally independent itemsDifferential item functioning: Sign of measurement variance. Differential item functioning occures if an item is dependent on exogeneous person factors that the item was not developed to measure, such as age or gender. This may result in confounded measurement



Solution to violation of Rasch model 

• If evidence of differential item functioning or local
dependence

– Eliminate misfitting items

– Model interaction between items and exogenous variables by fitting so-called
loglinear Rasch models

18
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Svensk artikel om driver license test: A test can be studied from different angles and the items in the test can be evaluated according to different theories. Two such theories will bediscussed here; Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response Theory (irt). CTT was originally the leading framework for analyzing and developing standardized tests. Since the beginning of the 1970’s IRT has moreor less replaced the role CTT had and is now the major theoretical framework used in this scientific field (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Hambleton & Rogers, 1990; Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991).CTT has dominated the area of standardized testing and is based on the assumption that a test-taker has an observed score and a true score. The relationship between the probability of answering an item correctly and the ability of a test-taker can be modeled in different ways depending on the nature of the test (Hambleton et al., 1991). It is common to assume unidimensionality, i.e. that the items in a test measure one single latent ability. According to IRT, test-taker with high ability should have a high probability of answering an item correctly. Another assumption is that it does not matter which items are used in order to estimate the test-takers’ ability. This assumption makes it possible to compare test-takers’ result despite the fact that they have taken different versions of a test (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). In order to evaluate which IRT model should be used three criteria, summarized in Hambleton and Swaminathan (1985) are used; Criterion 1. Verifying the assumptions of the model. Criterion 2. Expected model features Criterion 3. Model predictions of actual test results. 1: Verifying the assumptions of the modelA. UnidimensionalityUnidimensionality refers to the fact that a test should only measure one latent ability in a test. This condition applies to most IRT models. Reckase (1979) suggests that unidimensionality can be investigated through the eigenvalues in a factor analysis. A test is concluded to be unidimensional if when plotting the eigenvalues (from the largest to the smallest) of the inter-item correlation matrix there is one dominant first factor. Another possibility to conclude unidimensionality is to calculate the ratio of the first and second eigenvalues. If the ratio is high, i.e. above a critical value the test is unidimensional. In this study the first method described is used, i.e. observing if there is one dominant first factor. B. Equal discriminationEqual discrimination can be verified through examining the correlation between item i and the total score on the test score, i.e. the point biserial correlation or with the biserial correlation. The standard deviation should be small if there is equal discrimination. If the items are not equally discriminating then it is better to use the 2PL or 3PL model than the 1PL model (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). In this study the notation a is used for the item discrimination. C. Possibility of guessing the correct answerOne way to examining if guessing occurs is to examine how test-takers with low abilities answer the most difficult items in the test. Guessing can be disregarded from the model if the test-takers with low ability answerthe most difficult items wrongly. If the test-takers with low ability answer the most difficult items correctly to some extent a guessing parameter should be included in the model, i.e. the 3PL model is more appropriate than the 1PL or the 2PL model (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). IRT was originally developed in order to overcome the problems with CTT. A major part concerning the theoretical work was produced in the 1960’s  (Birnbaum, 1968; Lord & Novick, 1968) but the development of IRT continues (van der Linden & Glas, 2000). One of the basic assumptions in IRT is that the latent ability of a test-taker is independent of the content of a test. Svend artikel: Rasch modellerne (inklusiv de loglineære Rasch modeller) har en række egenskaber, der gør dem specielle i forhold til alle andre psykometriske modeller. En af disse egenskaber er, at det på en relativt enkel måde er muligt, at kortlægge de betingede fordelinger af den samlede score for givne værdier af personparameteren. En anden er, at det bedst tænkelige estimat af personparameteren er en funktion af den samlede score. Da fordelingen af den samlede score er kendt, og da der til hver scoreværdi svarer et estimat af personparameteren og en percentil-score, følger det, at det også er muligt at kortlægge fordelingerne af disse værdier for hver enkelt værdi af personparameteren og derfor også at beregne, hvor stor usikkerheden på disse er som estimater af den sande score og den sande percentil-værdi.1 PL (Rasch=: Sufficiency -> predictions can be directly compared with obserbed data for each score groupAll other IRT models: Predictions cannot be directly compared with observed data.



GRATIS VIDEN

• Webinars: hos forlagene 
– Ofte med udvikleren af redskabet – fx WISC-V

• Europæisk guideline: 
– Ed. Evers et al. (2013). EFPA review model for the 

description and evaluation of psychological and 
educational tests

• Databaser:
– Fx ww.psyktestsbarn.no Screener for skandinavisk brug 

af spørgeskemaer og test og sammenligner evt. studier 
med amerikanske normer?

– National Child Traumatic Stress Network’s measure 
review): http://www.nctsnet.org/resources/online-
research/measures-review

•

19

http://www.psyktestsbarn.no/
http://www.nctsnet.org/resources/online-research/measures-review


SØGNINGER (KRÆVER LOGIN))
• PsycTESTS

– indeholder både gratis og licensbeskyttede måleredskaber og 
oversigtsartikler om disse. PsycTESTS indeholder også oplysninger 
om psykometriske forhold så som normer, reliabilitets- og 
validitetsundersøgelser.

– http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psyctests
• PsycINFO

– Det er muligt at målrette søgning fx til et bestemt afsnit i artiklens 
metodebeskrivelse jf søgefunktionen test and measures,

– http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/

• Se evt. mere om brug af PsycTESTS og PsycINFO i dette 
youtubeklip: 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U6D8vKTTdI

http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psyctests/
http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U6D8vKTTdI


LITTERATUR MED AFSÆT I DK FORHOLD

• Madsen Sjö, N. Hvilke validerede spørgeskemaer er egnede til at 
måle effekt af en intervention, der har fokus på det socio-
emotionelle område? Rockwoolfondens forskningsenhed www.rff.dk

• Kiil, A., Nielsen, J., & Rosholm, M. (2016). Measuring Child Well-being 
An overview of potential measurement instruments. Copenhagen: 
KORA. www.kora.dk

• Pontoppidan, M., & Niss, N. K. (2014). Instrumenter til at måle små
børns trivsel. København: SFI - det Nationale Forskningscenter for 
Velfærd. www.sfi.dk

• Pædagogisk Psykologisk tidsskrif (in press)

http://www.rff.dk/


TAK FOR I DAG!

MADSENSJO@GMAIL.COM
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Last but not least: Thank you for your attention
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